
ITINERARY 6  Orvieto - Rome 148km 

 

From Orvieto we’ll be driven to Lubriano by coach to start the 

Lubriano Montefiascone stage (20km). Let’s have a look at the 

landscape in front of us, mostly Civita, the dying city, on a tuff spur, 

and go down to the Valley of the Badlands along  a fully equipped 

trail before getting to Civita. We cross Bagnoregio and climb up to 

the plateau leading to Montefiascone that soon appears in the 

distance showing the giant dome of the cathedral. We are welcomed 

by the Church of the Pilgrim, San Flaviano, then we climb to the 

fortress and have a look at the Lake of Bolsena: we ‘ve got to the Via 

Francigena, and just over 100 kms are missing to get to Rome.                 Once again we go down to the 

plain separating Montefiascone from Viterbo (18 kms); sometimes we walk along  the ancient paving of Cassia, 

we pass near the spa of Bagnaccio and go back to Viterbo where the Pope's Palace welcomes us.       

The Viterbo-Vetralla stage  (18 kms) is characterized by the Etruscan archaeological site of Castel d'Asso and 

hazel crops. The route is quite windy and fairly hilly  always following the direction of the ancient Via Cassia, 

although that road has  now been replaced by a modern one.      

From Vetralla we head to Sutri (23 kms), the Etruscan town, by 

crossing Capranica, along a path with some reliefs, but not too high, 

and partly in a forest. We get to Sutri by walking along the ancient 

cemetery and the Roman theater: everything deserves a careful visit. 

Let’s leave Sutri and head to Campagnano di Roma (27 kms), along  a 

hilly route, which runs through large farms of the Agro Romano. We 

arrive in Monterosi, cross the Treja Valley Park, leave in the distance 

the autodrome of Vallelunga on the right and arrive in Campagnano. 

Let’s start another stage, Campagnano – La Storta (25 kms), the last 

stop before getting to Rome, by crossing a territory of an incredible beauty: the remains of an ancient volcanic 

crater, today crossed by countless gullies and ravines, are the Sorbo Park; shortly after we are in Formello where 

we can find a modern comfortable hostel , then we enter the archaeological site of Veio, Isola Farnese and 

finally La Storta.                                                         

The last stage , La Storta-Roma, 17 kms,  the most desired, but also the most problematic one: we are on the 

outskirts of Rome, so beware the traffic having to walk along paved roads mostly. We walk along the Via Cassia, 

we go past  the Great Ring Road  of Rome, turn right and enter the nature reserve called Insughereta; we’ll cross 

it completely up to  Via Augusto Conti; let’s walk 200 mts and turn left in via Achille Mauri that we walk for 1km, 

even when it changes its 

name in Via Cherubini, 

then off Via Guadalupe 

and via Troya up  to the 

confluence in Via 

Trionfale. Now we follow 

Via Trionfale for 1,5 kms 

till piazza Monte 

Gaudio…..well, you’d 

better have a map to get 

to the porch of St. Peter 

that welcomes us with 

open arms in the    Holy 

Year of the Jubilee of 

Mercy. 


